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Submission site: www.ees.elsevier.com/ajog

Contact: For direct assistance with regard to the submission process, authors should contact the Managing Editor, Donna Stroud. email ajog@rrohio.com or ajog@osu.edu ● phone (614) 527-3820

Deadlines: Due to the associated time constraints and online system overload authors are strongly encouraged to submit prior to the designated deadline.

Fast-Track ● Deadline: Friday, November 13, 2015 (midnight – Pacific Time).
Should your abstract be accepted for an oral presentation you are eligible to submit your manuscript via the AJOG’s Fast-Track review and publication process. Papers accepted via the Fast-Track will be published as early as the March issue. If you would like to take advantage of the Fast-Track option, you must submit no later than the deadline, and agree to revise the paper quickly in response to editorial review. Abstracts presented in a poster are not eligible for Fast-Track and should be submitted as a regular SMFM manuscript.

SMFM Submissions ● Deadline: Friday, March 04, 2016 (midnight – Pacific Time).
Authors of poster presentations and authors of oral presentations who are not prepared to submit through the Fast-Track mechanism are able to submit through the regular SMFM manuscript submission process. Accepted papers will appear in the September or October issues of the journal.

Submission requirements: Before submitting your paper, please consult the AJOG Guide for Authors. It is important to note that SMFM and AJOG use the same standards for abstracts, so you should refer to the AJOG Guide for Authors before preparing your abstract as well, and note especially the requirements for IRB Approval for human and animal research. SMFM submissions must adhere to all AJOG policies, which also apply to abstracts presented at a Society meeting and published as a result of the proceedings.

To ensure that your research does not fall within the general population complete the following upon submission: 1) Select SMFM as the article type. 2) Include the SMFM abstract # in the details section and indicate whether it was accepted as an oral or poster presentation.

Should you submit your work directly to the American Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology as a regular submission, or to any other journal you must ensure the paper will not be published until the SMFM meeting concludes. Abstracts published as manuscripts or as electronic publications before the meeting are not eligible for presentation at the SMFM.